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A m a c t  - In thls paper, we b~truduce a new algorithm 
called MuM-Populntlon Genetic Algorithm (MPCA) as an em- 
cknt optlmlzation technique for hlghly nonlinear pmblcms. 
Our MPCA 19 8 parallel bnplcmentatba of a CA and sbows Its 
robustnus for our problem domain Chsk Based Design; TBD) 
where we design a madpulator whkh Ls best suttcd for a given 
task. The MPGA has the m e  number of optlmlutton func- 
tions as the number of task points and rnalntalns almost con- 
stant complexity and docs not depend on the number of task 
points. In addltlon, we develop a framework d e d  h g r u s i v e  
Design, in which we deslgn prugresslvely b a d  on coarse-be 
approach. 

1. Introduction 

In this paper. we introduce a multi-population genetic algorittrm 
( M E A )  to solve the highly nonlinur optimhation p b l e m  of task 
based design (TBD). Genetic Algorithm (GA) is .n d . p i v e  search 
technique md has bcen used for a variety of problems [q. GA is 
based on mechanics of mural genetics and natural selection. The 
d c i a l  m i v a l  of the fittest is combined with genetic operators 
which arc abstracted &om nature. Our MPGA is a parallel imple- 
mentation of GA and works very well for our problem domain 
(Task Based Design; TBD) whae we design a manipllaun which 
fits best for a given task. TBD puts for& the idea of designing ma- 
nipulators based on the given task. The CMU RMMS (reconfig- 
urable modular manipulator system [ 191). which utilizcS a stock of 
assemblable pint and link modules of different she and perfor- 
mMce rpecihuions. is m ideal application domain of TBD. We. 
however. do not limit the rppliation of TBD to the RMMS and be- 
lieve that it can be used for design of general manipulaton. 

If we use a traditional approach of Opimization whae one oph- 
miution function is de- as a sum of m objective function and 
several constraints. the complexity of TBD mcrrclses exp0nentid.l~ 
as a function of the n u m k  of usk points (which .pproximareS a 
given trajectory). The n u m k  of variables increases linearly as the 
number of usk points. Thus. m d i t i d  optimiution techniques 
with one optimizrrtion function ue not suited for a large number of 

come this problem, we use M E A .  which hru the same number of 
optimization functions as the numba of task points. Each opthizh- 
tion function has an objective function and all of them an cormect- 
ed by connecting constraints. The major advantage of this MPGA is 
that each optimization frmction main- almost constunt complex- 
ity xnd does not depend on the number of task points. 

Usk due to the huge Karch s p r ~ e  md nonlincrrity. TO OVQ- 

A kamework called Progressive Design is proposed wherein we 
design progressively based on coarse-he approach. The design 
vaiables arc dimmrwn (link length). pose (pint angle) and bare po- 
sition of a manipulator. Progressive Design is composed of four 
steps (design, prototype. planning and control). As we go kom de- 
sign (thc h t  step) to control (the last step). the number of variables 
decreases. the seanh spaces for the variables are reduced. and the 
size of task space inaeases. For example, we design all variables for 
finite number of task points in the drst step. Task points are sampled 
fmm a given trajectory or a task space and include, typically, the 
closest and the funhest points fmm the base space. In the last step of 
control, the task space to be reached is continuous through the given 
trajectOrY, but only variable is a set of joint angles, and dimension 
md base position an detmmined in previous steps. 

This papa is organized as follows; In Section 2, we briefly dc- 
scribe our example problem and discuss a dexterity measure and 
constraints for TBD. In Section 3. we introduce simple genetic algo- 
rithm and In Section 4, we show the structure of OUT Multi-Popula- 
tion Genetic Algorithm ( M E A ) .  In Section 5 ,  optimization 
functions an formulated. Details of Progressive Design are present- 
ed in Section 6. An example of the Progressive Design is presented 
in Section 7 md hally, we summarize this paper in Section 8. 

2. Problem Description 

Task Based Design (TBD) selects an optimal manipulator which 
satisfies a given task description. The optimality is based on the use 
of a dexterity measure. In general. tasks can be formulated as con- 
straints. A dexterity measure and some cask constraints are discussed 
in thio section. As an example of TBD, we consider a design of a 3 
DOF p l a w  manipulator in Fig. 1 for clank turing task where the tra- 
jectory is a circle in a plane as shown in Fig. 2. Since we are con- 
cerned with only the position of the end-effector (for the example 
task), the 3 DOF p l r w  manipulator is redudant with respect to this 
task. The base position is. for simplicity. assumed to be given at the 
&gin of the global coordinate h m e .  

The design variables for this design include dimension (link 
length) and pose b m t  angle). There an four design variables for 
C&I Usk point f i .  1, I ,  and 81 as Shown in Fig. 1. Other Joint vari- 
ables of and can be determined by the inverse kinematics. An 
altanative between elbow up and down configurations from 8, and 
e3 is another variable to decide. In this pape~. instead of using the 
above variables. we use (il ,yl) for the second joint and (x2.y2) for 
the rhird joint. By this formulation, we can avoid the elbow up and 
down problem. If (xz.yZ, is given, the link length 1, is automatically 
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decided by the line amnccting the last joint and the comsponding 
u k  point u shown in Fig. 1. Thus, we don't ntad to sohe inverse 
kinematics for this design Even better, we are not b o w  by the 
periodicity of pint veables. To s u m m a r h  a task point has four 
design variabla (xl, yl, 3. y2>. The total n u m k  of design variables 
for oditional opimizluion techniques and for OUT panllel imple- 
m d o n  of GA are w m p d  in S d o n  4. 

The crank is shown in Fig. X I )  md its circuln trajeaory is rp- 
proximared by four rask p o d  as in Fig. 2(b). These task poinrs .rc 

discuss dextaity measure md consaaints for design. 
used in the bnt step (design). In the Rmrinda of this secria. we 

'.t msk mint 

Fig. 1.3 DOF Planar Manipulator 

I I 

(b) 
Fig. 2 Crank 'hming Task 

2.1 Dexterity Measure (DM) 
The main role of a dexterity measure in design is to choose one 

optimal design from the candidates which satisfy given umstraints. 
For a dexterity measure to be used for design, it must be indepen- 
dent of the scale of a manipulator. In this paper, we use the relative 
manipulability as a dexterity measure. The relative manipulability is 

L 

9 I d imenr ides  scale independent measure of manipulability and is i 
defmed as [9] 

M M, = - 
fM ' 

where M is the order independent manipulability andfM is a function 
of dimension ([l~ngth]~). The musure M is obtaimd as 

whae J is the Jacobian matrix of insmmeous kinematics and rn is 
the &ez of wk space. For a 3 DOF planar manipulator with 2 di- 
mensional task space. m =  2. For this case, this meanueM is equal 
to the mersure of manipulability in [20]. For m > 2. however, this M 
has m &muage since its order is always equal to 2 without depend- 
ing on the or& of wk space. We we P for fM, where 1 is a total 
length of a manipdam. The total length of a manipulator is defined 

lengths. In gentral, link length is defined as 
"I"$"" ( fi = a: + 4). where and dj D-H p a m e t a s  [7]. 

23 Constraints 

1. Ruchability consua.int (RC) 
2. Heuristic constraint (HC) 
3. Joint limit consua.int (E) 
4. Joint angle change between two adjacent task poinr~ (JAC) 
5.  Task spec& constraint (TC). 

The RC is the most important constraint that must be satisfied by 
I designed manipulator. Every task point must be reached by the de- 
signed manipulatm. The important role of the RC is to solve inverse 
k i n d c s  implicitly. For our design problem of a planar manipula- 
tor, we don't need this RC because of the formulation where we use 
the position of the f ist  two pints as design variables and the third 
link is expressed by a line connecting position of the second joint 
and the corresponding task point. When a manipulator is given, 
however, we need to use RC to avoid the inverse kinematics. 

The HC, as the name implies, can take many different forms. 
The HC that we use is that the inner link is always longer than the 
outer link. This constraint is based on the observation rhat the outer 
link is more appropriate for h e  motion and the inner link for gross 
motion. This HC also helps eliminate an awkward design such as 
zero link length for redundant manipulator [9]. However, for tasks 
that include obstacle avoidance. we may choose to turn off this HC. 
The JLC is included to take into pccount the fact that the total range 
of w h  act~ator is limited. The JAC is based on the fact that the joint 
mgle change between two adjacent task points must be kept small. 
We Qn't wmt a drastic change m the pose. like from elbow up to 
down. between two adjllccnt task points. The TC depends on a given 
task md may include bracing, obstacle avoidance, singularity avoid- 
trice. dexterity, and SO on. Among them, we consider singularity 
avoidance and dexterity [2][3][ 151. 

The design constraints considered in this paper are: 

3. Simple Genetic Algorithm (SGA) 

Generic Algorithms (GAS) a e  adaptive search procedures based 
on mechanics of natural genetics and natural selection and have 
been used for a variety of sea-ch problems. GAS have proven to be 
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more efdciau rhrn orha WQch I l g & t b s  for highly and 
camplex problems [4). GAS hne IIO nquirrmmt for amtirmity in 
the d e r i v u i v ~ ~ ,  SO vimrrlly my fitness function cm be d d  for 
opcimizine. In contrast to arnventionrl methods. GAS use popula- 
tion in which mmy individuals me selected based on the fitness val- 
ue. In rhis rsctian. we brieily review OIIC GA CJld Simple CUI& 
Algorithm (MA)  [q. SGA u#d m8 ksiS fOr buildins the Multi- 
Population GA (MPGA) saucture in tk following Seaion. 

SGA stam by gcnerdng armdom poplluian md continues to 
ga leme subrcqucnt pophlom until some halting CODditiQn is 
mer. Erh individual of a popul.tion rrprrsents a possible solution 
with diffutnt fitness and is coded by a binary string. One string 
(died “genotype”) is Ih.ochdd to 8 set of VRidAes (called 

mg each gene, we decode the binmy String (called “dxomosome”) 
mto a d value (called “dele”) by using I linea mapping. After 
evaluation of all individuals. the next paprl.tion is obtained by us- 
ing genetic operators. The genetic operaton used in SGA are: 
1. Reproduction. 
2. Crossover. and 
3. Mutation. 

Reproduction realizes the suivival of the fittest within the SGA. 
Thcre are many ways to achieve effective repduction. One simple 
proportionate scheme selects mdividual s h g s  for reproduction ac- 
cording to their fitness. where fitness is defined LS the nonnegative 
figure of goodness being mlximized . Individuals with higher fitness 

over) and subsequent garetic action (mutation). 
In mssover. two individual s h g r .  aelected us@ the repro- 

duction operator. create two new individuals by exchmgmg partial 
strings with each other. A crossover site along the string length as 
shown in Fig. 3 is selected uniformly at random, and position values 
are swBppsd between the two s h g s  following the crossover site. 

mto individuals more fit than eitha parents. Fig. 3 sfrows how 
crossover works for two individuals selected by rcpmduction. 

In a binary coded G A  mutation is the 0cc.rion.l (low p b a b i l -  
ity) alteration of 8 bit position (the changing of 8 1 to a 0. and a 0 to 
a 1). By itself, mutation is a simple random walk through the s h g  
space. When used sparingly in combination with reproduction and 
crossover, mutation is an iwurance policy against the loss of impor- 
tant genetic m.tcrial at a particular position. This mutation helps 
avoid local minima. 

For our design problem, there ae four design v&les 
(x1,yl+.y& Each variable is 46 a “gene”. These me npresented 

(chromosome) as m Fig. 3, thcn each individual is rcprucnted by a 

tegers which in axm an m q p d  onto rul values of 4 alleles by a 
hear  function based on the respective muimum and minimum vd- 
ues of (xl,yl~.yi). A set of rul values (plmotype) for an individu- 
al is used to obtain the fitness value of u c h  individual. 

Based on the fitnus value, reproduction selects two mating 
genes for crossover. Assume that the i-th andj-th individuals rre se- 
lected as shown in Fig. 3. The fitness values are chosen mbi l rdy  
for explanation. Between genotype and phenow. there are implic- 
it mapping frmctians diEerent for all g a m  (xl.y,~,yz). For this ex- 
mple. the crossover site is chosen randomly afta the 6-th binary 
digit. New individuals (I1 and 13 of the next generation are obtained 

‘ m c y P e ” ) .  E.ch Variable corrrrpolsdr to 8 gem whca C V d W -  

V ~ U C S  have I hi%= probability Of  d s ~ t e d  for rmting (CXOSS- 

This QosMwer allows combinuion of .dvmt.gunlB subsnucapes 

by Srring of binuy digits. For e ~ ~ n p l e .  if& me is of 5-bit s h g  

20-bit String (genotype). A g-type is mrpped anto 4 ~ i g n s d  in- 

by crossov=. When thac an m individuals (genes). we need m/2 
times of repmduction md CIOSSOV~T for obtaining the next genera- 
tion. Mutation is applied bit by bit at a low rate (1 or 2 times per ev- 
ay loo binary bits) rfta ~ S O V e r .  

-0tyPc Fimess 

cmrovcrdte 

I,= 11010 00100 10011 01011 2.6 0.4 1.9 1.1 3.1 

-B -2.9 CroSSWa: 
I~=Ol00l 11100 11101 oOo10 0.9 28 2.9 20 

Fig. 3. Genetic operators 

4. Multi-Population Genetic Algorithm 

Diffmnt from simple GA (SGA) in previous section and other 
GAS, MPGA uses multiple populations. Each population works on 
one optimization function conesponding to one task point. The ad- 
vantage of MPGA is that the complexity docs not increase much as 
the number of task points increases. M E A  is different from GAS 
for multi-optimiution function problems [18], since our MPGA 
solves problems with single complex optimization function and di- 
vides the complexity into multi-optimization functions. 

For TBD, the number of variables increases linearly as the num- 
ber of task points (TP). If we use one optimization function, the total 
number of variables is equal to 

(n-2)*1+ n + 2 far a planar manipulator. (3) 
where n is equal to DOF and r is the total number of task points. This 
is computed assuming hat  li (link length) and 8, (joint angles) are 
used as design variables because these provide the minimum num- 
ber of variables. For the 6rst task points. there are 2 variables for a 
base position, n variables for n link lengths and (n-2) joint variables 
assuming the use of inverse kinematics. That is. there are totally 2n 
variables for the 6rst task point. The remaining (1- 1) task points have 
(n-2) pint  variables, respectively. Therefore, the total number of 
variables is 2n + (r-l)*(n-2) = (n-2)+1+ n + 2. 

The search space mcrew~ exponentially as the number of vari- 
ables increases. This implies that the quality of the solution deneas- 
es rapidly as the search space imurses. To avoid this. we use r 
opmuatm fimdons comsponding to r task points. They are opti- 
mited simultmcoluly md m d i e d  depending on the optimal ma- 
nipuhcm for otha task pints. ”his is as if we are designing r 
manipuluo~s for r task points. The advantage of this parallel imple- 
mentation is that the numb of variables for each optimization func- 
tion is fixed [r=l in (311. This advantage is obtained at the cost of 
inclusion of two additional amaraints: link constraint (LC: the r ma- 
nipulators must have the same link lengths) and base position con- 
straint (%=. the 1 manipulators must have the sume base position). 
These an necessary because we want a single manipulator, which 
satisfies all conslraints. 

. .  . 
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The dexterity meamre (DM) in S d o n  2.1. d ConmMtl in 

&on frmaions and detamine the fimess value of rll irsdividurls 

straints corme~ting allpopll.tionr and naodify &ness v a h m  of all 
mdividds aa &own in Fig. 4. Objective fundons conxpw fimess 
values of individuals for the carresponding t& pinu. whereas 

designs for other taskpoints. F o r d  urk p o m ~  tbae srem indi- 
vidurlr. A M W A  for 8 task withf task points has tppuhlicms. 

Suppose that some individual for m e  task point has high fit- 
ness value of objective function md its link h g t h  is much Merent 
&om the w m g e  of (t-lym individuals of the otha poplluions. 

vidual is acgative. This negative value of LC ncuurlizes the high 
fitness of the objective function. The fitness value for thu opcbiza- 
tion function is djustd this way and used for repoduction of the 
next g e n d o n .  That is, the totd fitness of an individual is a sum- 
mation of the value from the conesponding objective function and 
the adjusting value from amncctkg mnaints which is obtained 
by comparison with mdividuals in the other popul.tions. The CC is 
to connect rll task poinu and 10 result m a single manipulator as a 
solution. The BPC works in the same way. The JAC djusts the fit- 
ness value based on the average poses of popllations for the two d- 
jacent task pints. 

Section 2.2 m d  IWO d d i t i d  m ~ k t s  (LC md BE) form @- 

in rll popul.tionS. Among thue. E. BPC md JAC a c ~ n -  

cannecting consadnu controls optimiution frmction based QI the 

Thcn, the effect of LC (cormecting CoMtnint) to thu rpecific indi- 

ln TP : Fi I DM + RC + HC + JLC+ TC 

h d  TP : F2= D M + RC + HC+ L C +  TC 

I 4 +LC+BPC+JAC 3d TP : Fs = DM + RC + HC + JLC + TC 
I 
i 

t-thTP:F,=DM +RC+HC+JLC+TC a 

~~ ~ 

Fig. 4. opimization functions 

The MPGA is similar to having t SGA's opaating in parallel as 
shown m Fig. 5. For each task point @opuLation). there are m mdi- 
viduals and each of these has variables corresponding to dimension 
(D), pose (P) and base position 0). AS an apknd ~olubon. wc E- 
quest that all manipulators on the right side of Fig. 5 have the same 
dimension (link langth) and b w  position. and smooth chmge of 
poses dong the given uajectory. The meeting ColuOLinf~ (CC) 

sively as the number of generations inaeases. 
Fig. 6 shows the data stmcture for MPGA where we see r popu- 

lations and m Ldivi&als for each population. D. P md B rrprrsmt 
dimension, pose and basc position, wpectively. The dvantage of 
MPGA is not only to maintain complexity of design umtank but 
also to be applied for subproblems of design. One of the subpb- 
lrms of design is called path phccmolr where we seek an optimal 
use of a given mmipulatar for a given mk [6][14][15]. This kind of 
problem is called an analysis problem in conmast to our design 
problem. Our TBD with MPGA can be used to solve this path 
placement just by fixing variables corrrsponding to dimension @) 
and turning off LC and HC, since a manipulator is given. Another 

a b l e  10 =tis@ h e  r&pkamtr .  W h i c h  ~Uirded prop~s- 

Fig. 5.  MPGA saucnm 

advantage of the W A  is ita ability to be e x m d d  to solve design 
problem of a manipulator with a mobile base. If the mobile base is 
onmidirectiOnal. we need just turn off the BPC in Fig. 6. Otherwise. 
the BPC can be used to task into account its mobility consaaint. A 
prismatic joint can be included in design by modifying the link 

In summmy, parallel implemmtatia of optimization provides a 
general technique for design of manipulators witidwithout a prismat- 
ic pint  or mobile bue. md foz design problem as well as analysis 
problem such as path placement with a given manipulator. Further- 
more, it is not nscessary to solve invase kinematics because we use 
the RC. The complexity of each optimization function remains al- 
most constant without depending on the number of usk points, 
which is a main advantage of our MFGA formulation. 

length consmaint (Lc). 

LC BPC JAC I I Y 

Fig. 6. MPGA data smcture 

5. Optimization Function 

The opthimion (fitness) function F,, for thej-th individual of 
. the i-th population is 

Fjj = DMQ + TCij + RCjj + HC,j + JLc,j + LC,, + BPC,, + JAC,,{4) 
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We usume the above functions are ddrd usmg m e  wQ@ 
implicitly. SGA ~ u t c d  a new g d o n  by using genetic opcmtm 
bgedonhc8svahle  of rll individuds mdthe fimess isde6ned 8s 

a nomLegltive value. An individual with higher fitness value has a 
hi- p M t y  of being selected for mating (cra~nrer) md mu- 

kom crch individual, w h a m  the last three funaionr (CC) me can- 
ution. The 6rst five function6 on the right ride of (4) rre C d c U l d  

~tsanmectingrllpopul.tions. 

nipdam mfmg vpiour cmdiduts th8.t satisfy rll consdnts. one 

nigul.bility [9]. This is a de-- mas= md is &hed 

Durcrlty M m  DMij &WS a &ice of OIY aptimrlm- 

of dexterity musrpa that can be used for design is the dative ma- 

u 

where Jij  is the Jacobian matrix the j-th mdividurl of tk i-th popu- 
lation and $k is the k-th link length of the j-th individual of the i-th 
population. 

'hsk Constraint TCij is a consuaint to take m accomt specific 
task requirements that cannot be satisfied by the otha constraints in 
this paper. Any task which can be expressed by dimension, pose and 
bare position is a candidate for TC. For example. rll features of ve- 
locity/fme ellipsoids can be a powerful tool to gwr8ntee dexterity 
of a manipulator [2][ls]. In this paper, we do not w these features 
for our example (crank turning). However, for a ~0111plicatcd task 
DM alone is not enough to d e b  dutaity OVQ the whole trajecto- 
ry md more detailed task specification usmg features of velocity/ 
force ellipsoid are desirable. A simple obstacle avoidance constraint 
can be a TC. 

Rcechsblllty Constr.int RCii is a constraint used as a substi- 
mte of the inverse kinematics. When the i-th task point is ~1 Xi and 
the end-effector of the j-th individual at Ec, the penalty for this indi- 
vidual is 

RC,, = IX, - Eij( . (6) 

Heurlstlc Constraint HCc may be tuned off for special tasks 
such as obstacle avoidance in which III outer link can be longer than 
an inner link to avoid obstacles close to the base. Since for spatial 
manipulators. some link length may b m e  zero, HC does not 
campare this link, but compares the other nonzero links. HC can be 
expressed as 

Jdnt Llmlt Constraint JWii talres into account joint range 
availability. When the maximum et, and the minimum e,, 
pint  limiu are given, a simple formulation of JLC can be expessed 
as 

when e v k  is the k-th pint angle of the j - th individual of the i-th pop- 
ulation. 

Link Lcngtb ConstrPlnt LCij compares the k-th link length of 
the j-th individual of the i-th population with the average k-th link 
length of the other popul.tian~ and can be written as 

(9) 

when Iik = (i I . .  .k) / m  is the average of the C-th link length for 
J '1  

the i-th population. 
Base Posltlon Constraint BITc compares base position of the 

j-th individual of the i-th poplation with average base position of 
the othcr populations and can be Wriaen as 

111 

w h m  xo, = ( ,T,Xo,  i j ) / tn  is the average base position of the i -  

Jolnt Angk Chpngc Constlpint JACc is to prevent an abrupt 
change of pint mgles between tow adjacent task points. The first or- 
der continuity condition, when we consider two neighboring (be- 
fore and next) pint angles, can be expressed as 

th population. 

m - 
where e,, = ( j ~ l  e i jk) /m is the average of the k-th joint angle for 

thc i-th population. 

6. Progressive Design 

In this section, we introduce a kamework called Progressive De- 
sign where we find III optimal solution based on coarse-fine ap- 
proach. Progressive Design reduces the number of variables and the 
search space progressively. while its task space increases from dnite 
number of task points in the beginning of design to the whole task 
spcre in the last step of mtrol. Progressive Design consists of the 
following four steps: 

(1) Kinematic Design 
(2) pr-type 
(3) Planning rmd 
(4) Kinarutic C o m l .  
In the fist step. we derive an optimal value of design variables 

concsponding to dimension, pose and base position. During this first 
step, we don't need to include the RC for design of planar manipula- 
ton Sina the reshabiity is satisfied automatically by connecting 
the last p i n t  (design variable) and the corresponding task point. 
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The second step is annporedof two stages. The h s m g e  is to 
choose linkmodules from a stock of the RMh4S basedon theresult 
of the 6rst step of k i p  When building a nrl mmipulrtoz we 
may h e  to cboor a slightly d i f f m t  dimension due to the limited 
number of available dimensions. In the recand stnge. theref- we 
need to optimize pose and base position as variables at the sane 
urkpoints with ammipul.ooT h s e n  in the 6rst ruge.Thc search 

OUI lasing possible optimal v d u a  by using tb result of the fint step 
as center points for these v-les. We need RC but don't need LC 
and HC simx the dimemionof ammiplator is dbcidsd in the h t  
stage of the second step. The result of the second ~ c p  is used for 
fine plmning (third step) with more task poinu (sub-task points) as 
shown in Fig. 7. 

spree for pose md bssepitioncm bersducsd rmuidcnbly with- 

The third step is to mterpola~ two dj;rcent task pomts while 
satisfying the given trajectory at bite numb of sub-task points. 
BPC is not necessary any more since we w the optimal base posi- 
tion from the second step. The only runahhg variable is the pose 
(joint angles), whose s w c h  space can be reduced dnstically. As a 
center point of the search space for each joint angle at all sub-task 
points, we use the linear interpolation of two boundary poses deter- 
mined in the second step. We checlc any possible violafions of am- 
straints at sub-task pomts. If a violation is detected at some 
sub-task points. we return to the first step. This time, a set of task 
points for design is modhied to reflect the regions w h m  violations 
arc detected. This step carrcSpOndS to the fine planning, whmas the 
second step to the coarse planning. Fig. 8 shows when a COND.int 
is applied at each step of the Progressive Design. 

L U ? I 

Fig. 8. Consmaints 

The last step (kinematic Contml) is to mtcrpolatc amtinuously 
between two adjacent sub-task points md to jus@ design and 
plarming of the fist thne steps. H a c  again, by amnedng two adja- 
cent sub-task points. we check any possible violation of consuainrs 
such as KC along the given trajectory. If violation is detected at 

somepoiW thcn we go back to thebnt step with anew set of task 
points reflecting regions where viollrions are detected We do not 
w the MPGA in this step. This step is pure trajectory following 
problem where initial and 6nal poses are determined in the previous 
step. Assume that ei and ei+, arc joint m g l a  at two adjacent task 
points (including sub-tmsk points) and we want to move through this 
intavd by a1 stcps. For mn-redrmbnt manipulators, this step 1s 
straight farwad krJa.r we can use the RMRC (resolved motion 
rue control). However. for dun-  mmipulators. we need to con- 
trol the null motion (self motion) to &@ boundary conditions. 
Onc of the simplest conaol algorithms for rdundant manipulators is 
to use the pseudoinvme approach. OIII pseu&invene approach is 
diffamt h others [12][13]. s i n e  our problem is a two point 
bo- v d w  problem. For small displacement dx at the cnd-ef- 
fector, the desired pint  displacemmt is obtained as 

d e =  J + d x + ( I -  J+J)k  (12) 

w h m f  (dT(JJT)- ' )  is the Moore-Pmrose pseudoinverse [20]. I the 
identity manix and k an arbitrary vector. The magnitude of net mo- 
tion is determined by the 6rst  term of (12) and the magnitude of null 
motion is dctemuned . by the vector k. We have to choose this vector 
such that the 6nal joint angle is sarisfid a~ the nl-th step. In addi- 
tion, a desirable behavior of the null motion is that the magnitude is 
amtinwus and almost amstant as the cnd-effector approached the 
end boundary. The vector k is determined by 

k = k,.j/n, (j= 1, .... n1 ) (13) 

w h m  k ,  = (-V le-ei+l~2)/2.Thevectorklapproachesto0 
and jln, incruses to 1 as 8 approaches ei+,. Thus, the magnitude of 
k is almost constant through the trajectory between two boundary 
joint angles. In the following section. we present results of our 
MFGA and Progressive Design for the crank turning problem. 

7. Results of Progressive Design 

Fig. 9 shows the variance of F,, (the best fimess for the first 
task point) V ~ U S  generations. Since a GA works only with positive 
values. the negative fimess in this figure was internally shifted u) 
positive values during computation 

F1 Fler generation 

4.1 

Fig. 9. F1, vs. generation 

Fig. 10 shows the variance of total link length for four task 
points which are consaaincd by LC (i, = total link length of the in- 
dividual which has the best fimess. F,,,, among the i-th popula- 
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tion). Thc total link lengths at four mk poinu m Mt e x d y  the 
sune even at generrd~1OOo. This M be ovqcomc by trying 
morc gcmmicms. hted of mors gumuions in the 6rst rtcp, we 
choose the r v a q e  link lengths in the btghing of the d stcp 
(promtype). Thtnforc, tmm thc first srep (design) we decide only 
dimension (link length) md d t s  for otber va iable  @ose and 
base pition) are used to nQlce search spree in the seumd aep. 
The result of prototype is shown in Fig. 11. In gena4 p o ~  md 
base position obuined in the WCQnd step is better thm those of the 
bnt  step. smce the second step has less ansuun tstobeutirfied. 
We don't nccd HC and LC. w h a u s  we must include RC in the se0 
ond step becnw we have ammiplLuor determinedin the 6rst step. 
The optimal bue position is dsterrnined in this step. Bur for our ex- 
ample. the base position is assumed to be given at the origin for 
Simplicity. 

In &e Third step. we Q h e  phning bued m the result of the 
second step. constraints used for the third step u e  .Lnost the same 
as those for the sccond stcp except BPC. as shown in Fig. 8. Four 
sub-task points are eq~ally sp.ced between IWO adjacent task points 
as in Fig. 7. The result of the third step (planning) is shown in Fig. 
12. The poses at 20 task points (4 task pomt and 16 sub-task points) 
are shown in configuration space m Fig. 13. Finally the result of the 
last step (kinmatic control) are obtained by using the pseudoin- 
verse approach and shown in Fig. 14. 

Fig. 10. Link length vs. generation 

gencnaal 

Fig. 11. Optimal dimmion and poses at task poinu 

Fig. 12. Results of planning at sub-task points 

Fig. 13. Results of prototype and planning in configuration space 

Fig. 14. Results of control in configuration space 

8. Summary 

In this piper. we in~oduced the Multi-Population Genetic Algo- 
rithm (MPGA) which is a parallel implementation of optimization 
problem. GAS mcluding our M E A  have no requirement for conti- 
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nuity in the d a i v d v a .  DO vimully any fimsu function cm be IC- 
h t e d  for apimizing. Merent h anr~a&ml methods. GAS 

ptqnlhion in which indiviur t  me I.lsctedbued 011 thcir fit- 
ness V&C. OLP M E A  hrr the m e  mb of OpimiUtMn func- 
OOnJ a# tfbe number of t.rkpointr. EachopthimJ 'on ham its own 
objective fimction and they ue modified by CC (Comrcaing ctm- 
s-). Due DD this implanentrtion. the  ampl laity of TBD (trrk 

of the 
n m n k  of urk poino. In dditia~ by d ~ c r i n g  CUU- 

h m  a E t  of CC. thc ~ r m e  MPGA couldk rp~licd fmmmprula- 
m with mobile bases, 01 wirh links withprirmlticpint 

In ddition. we proposed a heworkfcrTBD called Ropes- 
sive Design. in which we de+ ppear ive ly  by wing couse-bne 
approach The Progressive Design is composed of four steps: &- 
sign, prototype. planning and -1. With a b ign  of m Opttnal 3 
DOF redundant plpw mrnipulltln for u d  ppning. we showed 
how OUI MPGA works well and pnsentsd results from uch step of 
the R o p s i v e  Design. The &mework for Progressive Design can 
also be used for analysis problems such as path placement and 
workspace design by using the last three steps btorype.  planning 
JUKI control) since a manipulator is g i v a  

b.sed design) w u  arinuined .Imostcanrtms 
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